I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development and extensive applications of Internet information technology, the Internet has gradually become an important channel for people to access information. Hundreds of millions of network information show up in the world every day, and people gradually enter the information overload era from the information deficient age [1] . In the face of such a huge amount of information, Internet users often cannot be quickly and efficiently access to really valuable information they need. Personalized recommendation technology [45] is a tool to help users quickly find out the information they are most likely to be interested in. It can provide different users with personalized services to meet their specific interests and needs. In contrast to the other two tools used to address information overload problems, such as taxonomies and search engines, personalized recommendation technology does not require the users to provide explicit and exact requirements. Instead, it builds the users'
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Junchi Yan . interest preference model by analyzing their historical behavior records and other relevant information, then proactively recommend information that best meets their interests and needs to users based on the model. Today, it is an important means for people to access information that they read news posted on the Internet now and then. A large number of news websites and apps provide people rich and abundant information sources to understand the world beyond their own world and shorten the distance with others. At the same time, massive news information also brings users new problems and challenges in finding interesting news. On the one hand, there are countless sources of news and massive news, making it difficult for users to make choices among vast amounts of news. On the other hand, different news websites and apps have different resources and backgrounds, leading to messy contents of news [4] . Personalized news recommendation technology [46] applies personalized recommendation technology in the field of news. It is committed to helping users quickly and efficiently access to news which fits users most from massive news information on the Internet, and mining potential interests of the users VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ to achieve personalized recommendation service for news readers. The benefits are that users do not have to spend too much time searching for news, which can save time and efforts as well as increasing users' satisfaction. What's more, News writers and news sites or apps maintainers also have greater financial benefits. Different from the recommendation of items in the fields of e-commerce, tourism, movie, music and so on, the design and application of personalized news recommendation techniques are more complicated and difficult because of the characteristics of news itself [18] , [20] , [27] , [28] (strong contextual correlation, rapid changes of popularity, strong timeliness performance, social impact factors, etc.) and the relevance between news (news is not independent). In addition, due to the huge amount of news information on the Internet, the large number of readers and their rapid growth, it brings a high demand on the massive data processing capability of personalized news recommendation technology. A good personalized news recommendation system must also have a strong adaptability and scalability, to provide users with a small response time delay in news recommendation services [16] , [30] , [36] , [39] , [43] . But such news recommendation systems with both high recommender effect and good performance are still difficult to entirely implement now by using the existing techniques. Thus, there are still aspects to be studied and improved in personalized news recommendation [46] . This paper mainly reviews the research status and progress of personalized news recommendation technology. Section 1 provides a brief introduction and overview of the basics of personalized recommendation techniques and personalized news recommendation techniques. Section 2 shows the overall framework and the main process of personalized news recommendation. Section 3 introduces data access methods and data processing techniques, which are the upfront work that personalized news recommendation must do. Section 4 focuses on analyzing some of key technologies in personalized news recommendation considering different news features. Section 5 points out the key issues and difficult issues in personalized news recommendation. Section 6 is a conclusion of this paper.
II. AN OVERVIEW ON PERSONALIZED NEWS RECOMMENDATION
News is one of the most important carriers of Internet information. Due to the information overload problem caused by the development of the network, it is more and more difficult for users to find news that they are really interested in when they face the massive news information. Therefore, the research on personalized news recommendation technology has drawn more and more attention from all walks of life. It is the main task in current personalized news recommendation research to design the algorithms with both high recommendation effect and good performance by intelligently combining the existing personalized recommendation technologies with the unique characteristics of news. In light of this, the next step is to outline the basics of personalized recommendation first, followed by personalized news recommendation.
A. PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDATION
At present, there are a lot of researches on personalized recommendation, and many mature recommendation methods are spawned. The most familiar methods are the following: recommendation based on association rules, collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, social filtering and hybrid recommendation.
1) RECOMMENDATION BASED ON ASSOCIATION RULES
Association rules mining refers to finding the interesting correlation or correlation between items in a large amount of data. The core idea is to discover rules and patterns and relationships between these patterns contained in data which meet certain support and confidence levels through mining the known data. Recommendation based on association rules [47] is to establish the matching relationships between items and user interest models by using the various association rules that are mined, and then predict users' interests based on these relationships, and then give recommendations.
This method is simple, direct and easy to implement. It also has a strong versatility in various fields and a better real-time performance in recommendation. However, there is a serious problem of item cold start [56] . The newly added item is hard to be found by the rules in the system and cannot be recommended due to the lack of user behavior data about it. With the increasing number of items and users in the system, rules grow rapidly. So the maintenance costs of the rules are correspondingly increased, which reduces the operating efficiency of the system [1] .
2) COLLABORATIVE FILTERING RECOMMENDATION
Collaborative Filtering Recommendation [48] (CF in short) uses the preferences of a like-minded group with common experience to recommend interesting items to users. It finds relevance between items or users by analyzing users' behaviors, then accordingly recommends to users. CF recommendation is the earliest proposed and the most widely used method in recommender systems. Its basic idea is group intelligence. CF can usually be divided into two methods: User-Based Collaborative Filtering (User-Based CF in short) and Item-Based Collaborative Filtering (Item-Based CF in short).
a: USER-BASED CF
User-Based CF [48] finds similarities between users through user preference analysis on items, and then makes recommendations based on similar users. Specifically, it finds the user set with similar interest to the target user according to users' preference behavior data firstly, and then filters out those items which are preferred by similar users but not browsed by the target user in all item sets, and finally recommend those items to the target user. The recommendation accuracy of User-Based CF is high in the case of a complete and rich dataset without excavating contents of items. Besides, User-Based CF can excavate the relevance between the recommended objects and the user preferences implicitly and transparently [48] . However, with the increase of the number of users in the system, this method needs to maintain a huge user similarity matrix, which makes the recommended calculation time longer and reduces the system efficiency [1] . CF does not mine the content of the item, and User-Based CF method cannot solve the item cold start problem either. New items will not be able to be recommended to the target users due to the lack of necessary user behavior data [56] .
b: ITEM-BASED CF
Item-Based CF [49] use similar items for recommendation. It discovers similarities in the items, and then recommend similar items based on the users' existing choices to them. Specifically, Item-Based CF method calculates the similarity between items according to the user behavior data firstly, and then generates a recommendation list for the target user based on the similarity of the items and the user behavior. Item-Based CF recommendation method does not require the historical behavior of new users when faced with new users. Once new users act on one item, they can be recommended those items similar to it. At the same time, Item-Based CF is able to feedback users' behaviors quickly. That is to say, a user's new behavior will lead to real-time changes in the recommendation result. Compared with User-Based CF, it can make a good explanation of recommendation to users using historical behaviors of users, and the recommendation result is more convincing. However, it is precisely because this method uses the users' behaviors to explore the similarity between items without considering the interest differences of different users, nor does it take into account the content relevancy of items, the recommendation accuracy of Item-Based CF gets lower than that based on users. At the same time, it does not have the means to recommend new items to users without updating the item similarity table offline [56] . Especially, in the news recommendation field, news updates very fast, far exceeding the increasing rate of new users. While this method requires maintaining and updating a huge news similarity table, making it cost very much and inefficient to calculate and update the table [1] .
3) CONTENT-BASED RECOMMENDATION
Content-Based Recommendation [50] (CB in short) is an extension and development of CF recommendation. This method excavates and analyzes the contents of the recommendation objects, obtains users' interests based on users' historical behaviors, and recommends to users the items that best match their interest models in the content. The core of this method lies in the mining of content features of recommendation objects and the construction of interest models based on content features and users' behaviors [27] . Information filtering method mentioned in [19] is a variant of CB essentially. CB personalized recommendation method can generally be divided into three steps. Firstly, some features are extracted for each item based on the content to represent each item, called text representation of the recommendation objects. Then, users' favorites and interests are learned and constructed by using the features of item sets that users like or dislike in the past, called users' preference model construction. Finally, a set of most relevant items are selected to recommend for each user based on users' interests and features of candidate items obtained in the previous two steps, called generation of the recommendation results.
Though CB recommendation does not require the data of other users, it can still capture users' interests accurately. The recommendation effect of CB is more accurate, and the newly-appeared recommendation objects and non-popular objects can also be recommended in this method. It is able to solve the problems of cold start and sparseness in CF recommendation. But there are also some limitations in CB. For example, some rules between different objects cannot be learned by machine learning tools, or some content features of objects are very difficult to extract. Those objects, such as multimedia data, will not be effectively recommended. And, the over-characterization problem in recommendation process may lead to a shortcoming that the objects which users have never acted on will not be recommended. It suffers from a problem of pushing very similar recommendations to users. Thus, this method may lack novelty, resulting in users losing the opportunity to find different types of information.
4) SOCIAL FILTERING RECOMMENDATION
If an item is liked by other users who have intersections with the target user on the social network, the item may be recommended to the target user, which is called social filtering recommendation [52] . The advantage of this method is that it does not require interactions between users and items but still can make recommendations for new users or new items. That is to say, it is able to solve the cold-start problem. It is because that this method uses users' social network information to analyze their interest preferences, and then selectively recommend their friends' favorite items to them, which is somewhat similar to user-based CF method, except that the data sources are different. The disadvantage of this method is that data sparseness in social network still exists, and it does not take the contextual information into account.
5) HYBRID RECOMMENDATION
As the various recommendation methods developing, there comes a number of studies about mixing these multiple recommendation methods. Hybrid recommendation [53] mainly uses such mixing strategies [54] : weighted fusion, switch back and forth, feature combination, cascade, meta-level hybrid, feature augmentation, etc. to integrate varieties of recommendation methods. The purpose of hybrid recommendation is to make up for the shortcomings of single methods, to maximize their advantages themselves, and learn from each other. In practice, people usually choose different recommendation methods and use appropriate strategies to mix them according to specific application scenarios.
B. PERSONALIZED NEWS RECOMMENDATION
News is a statement of recent or ongoing facts that are meaningful and interesting to the public [2] . As the recommendation object in personalized news recommendation, news is different from other objects to be recommended, such as e-commerce products, videos, music and so on. Therefore, compared with other personalized recommendation such as goods recommendation, movies recommendation, music recommendation, etc., personalized news recommendation has not only some similarities but also its own unique characteristics.
Generally speaking, apart from the common problems in all recommender systems such as sparseness, cold start and users' privacy, compared with other personalized recommendation, there are many unique problems in news recommendation, which are strong contextual awareness, many social influencing factors, fast update speed, a large amount of users, large differences in popularity, a high demand for processing speed, unstructured attribute of news texts, etc. So, higher requirements for the development of the unique personalized news recommendation technologies have been put forward due to these factors.
Specifically, compared with other personalized recommendation, there are mainly six characteristics listed in Table 1 in personalized news recommendation.
• Users' preferences for news are not only based on news topics and news content, but also based on the users' current contextual information such as user location, time, social information and major events at home and abroad. Therefore, personalized news recommendation needs to consider specific contextual information and relationships between different news.
• News readers are easy to be affected by their friends or events on the social network, so there are many social influencing factors that need to be considered in personalized news recommendation.
• Even though explosive and popular news are not related to users' interest preferences, they may also be of great interest to users due to users' herd mentality or other factors. Therefore, users' interest transfer should be fully taken into account.
• News have a strong timeliness performance, and update very fast. So each piece of news has a short life cycle. Making personalized news recommendation should focus on current news rather than outdated news.
• The amount of news data and the number of users are both huge, and the growth rate is very high. So personalized news recommendation technology must be able to adapt to such a large amount of data to provide scalable news recommendation service with a small response time.
• Users' interaction data and news texts are mostly unstructured in personalized news recommendation, and the unstructured attribute makes it more difficult to analyze the relationship between users and news.
Besides, the freshness factor of news may occupy higher weight than the correlation factor between news and users in some cases. And it is important for personalized news recommendation to recommend news with novelty to readers at any time. Since two irrelevant news texts may share lots of same or similar words, high similarity values based on words may not represent a strong relationship between news. And news readers may have special preferences for certain events in news, called named entity. Then Table 2 lists some differences between personalized news recommendation and other personalized recommendation on four main aspects.
From the comparison results showed in Table 2 , we can get the following conclusion. Compared with several other personalized recommendations, personalized news recommendation has the strongest contextual awareness; it is easiest to be influenced by social factors; it is most time-sensitive; and it has a higher requirement on the scalability of systems due to the rapid growth rate of data. Therefore, using the existing recommendation technologies to implement a good news recommendation system with high performance is insufficient.
III. THE STRUCTURE OF PERSONALIZED NEWS RECOMMENDATION
The overall framework of personalized news recommendation is roughly the same as that of personalized recommendation, so there is no specific indication that the item in Figure 1 is news. The dashed box part in the right side is responsible for collecting various types of user characteristics, including user attribute characteristics and user behavior characteristics. User attribute features include demographic information such as age, gender, occupation, ethnicity, education, residence, etc. There are generally two types of user behavior characteristics: explicit feedback and implicit feedback. Explicit feedback refers to behaviors that users express their preferences for items explicitly, and the main ways to collect explicit feedback are rating and like or dislike option. Accordingly, implicit feedback refers to actions that do not clearly reflect users' preferences, such as page browsing behavior. Because browsing an item's page does not mean that the user like this item. Compared with explicit feedback, implicit feedback is more common, and it has a larger amount of data in practice.
The user information, user-user correlation information and user-item correlation information can be analyzed from users' various characteristics in the right dashed box part. These information, together with the item information, item-item correlation information and contextual information, can be used to generate the following correlation table based on some recommendation methods. Next, the initial recommendation list is generated from the set of candidate items based on the appropriate recommendation methods in combination with the extracted user feature vectors. Then, you can get the output (i.e. the final recommendation list) after the input (i.e. the initial recommendation list) goes through filtering, ranking and interpreting (sometimes) processes. The filtering module is based on the set of candidate items in order to eliminate items that the target user has acted on, non-candidate items and items in the blacklists, etc. The ranking module generates the optimal list of recommendation items according to the predetermined recommendation goal through a specific ranking algorithm. The ranking process is one of the most important steps of personalized recommendation. Particularly, it is more important in mobile recommendation scenario with limited screen size and high browsing cost. In addition, with the users' feedback and items' properties constantly changing, the ranking algorithms adjust from time to time.
In recent years, researchers have done a lot of work on ranking algorithms, such as content-based filtering, collaborative filtering and hybrid methods, etc. Most of these methods make recommendation ranking based on user profiles and the single-criterion approach, but users often make decisions based on multiple criteria. So there brings many systems beginning to use the multi-criteria approach [3] . And some researches [51] show that the use of multi-criteria approach makes it easier to integrate contextual information into the recommendation ranking methods. In addition, AHP-MCR [4] (Analytic Hierarchy Process based Multi-Criteria Ranking) is proposed to deal with the contextual information with dynamic real-time changes during the ranking process. It only gives a general AHP hierarchical model to support the function of adding or deleting contextual criteria or adjusting weights of different criteria flexibly corresponding to different application scenarios or user demands, rather than designing different AHP models for every different applications. In response to how to deal with recency and latency problems [60] in news ranking process, Moniz et al. [60] proposes an integrated framework that focuses on using resampling strategies to predict the importance of news, mainly the recent and popular news, and converting the predicted importance results into concrete news ranking results. Experiments in the paper show that this scheme well complements and enhances the news ranking results generated by existing recommender systems.
From the perspective of the current recommendation technology used in personalized news recommendation, the flow chart shown in Figure 2 can be drawn. By analyzing and mining user information and item information, one can get the user profile model, the item profile model and the user-item correlation model. Then a prediction model of users' interests can be extracted by training. And the news recommendation lists can be recommended to users who are most interested in the news based on the prediction model. What's more, the recommender system will show different lists for different users or user groups to achieve the final optative recommendation effect. The interest prediction model contains one or a combination of the eight recommendation algorithms listed in the right frame in Figure 2 . Contextual information and social network information are often added to improve the recommendation accuracy and reduce the negative impact of data sparseness problem.
IV. DATA IN PERSONALIZED NEWS RECOMMENDATION A. DATA SOURCES
Data is one of the core of recommendation system. For example, by analyzing data one can obtain the user preference models. Thus, dataset acquisition has always been the key issue for personalized recommendation systems and personalized news recommendation. Considering the privacy and security of Internet users, there are few datasets publicly available and effective online, which is a challenge for personalized news recommendation research. At present, there are mainly 6 data sources shown in Table 3 in personalized news recommendation research.
(1) Public dataset. Datasets published online are often used for scientific research and competitions, which are generally pre-processed or anonymized to ensure the privacy of users to a certain extent. Therefore, compared with datasets from other sources, it has a stronger authority, objectivity and persuasion. However, this kind of dataset is the least on the Internet. Currently the main way to access public datasets is to download them from websites that provide public datasets, which are often data-sharing websites that allow both downloading and uploading data or links. Infochimps [80] is this kind of website, with a large number of publicly available data resources and a wide range of categories. In addition, datasets can also be downloaded from some official websites, such as the Kaggle [81] contest dataset, which can be downloaded from the Kaggle official website. Currently, there are only a few public datasets which can be applied to recommendation system for analysis, and such datasets are usually targeted for specific recommendation fields. For example, last.fm [82] provides a dataset in music recommendation, Book-Crossing [83] is a dataset for book recommendation, and the famous MovieLens dataset [84] is for movie recommendation. Since there are two kinds of news, that is traditional news and news integrated with social information such as social network and social media, public datasets of news recommendation can also be divided into the following two categories.
• Traditional news data. For example, the competition dataset in the Kaggle contest includes news content recommendation and click-through data on Outbrain [85] website between June 14, 2016 and June 28, 2016. Kosarak [5] , a clickstream dataset of online news websites, is from logs of the news web portals [86] . It only records users' news clickstream instead of recording excessive user click behaviors, and it is currently used in the tests of frequent itemset algorithms in association rules mining.
• News data integrated with social information. For example, the MicroBlog dataset [6] with a large size opened on the 2012 KDD Cup provides rich information in many fields such as user archives and social graphs. Usenet Newsgroups include user browsing data of various kinds of news groups. The contents of news groups and discussion topics contain computer-related technologies, entertainment, scientific or social discussions, arts, literature, politics and so on. Usenet users will rate and give feedback on these topics. Data in Twitter also contains rich user interest preference information, such as user id, users' tweets or re-tweets, time stamp, and topic tags, etc. The Friendfeed dataset [7] provides 1641531 posts from 111284 different users in 30 days from September 1, 2009 to September 30, 2009. Wikipedia [87] is an encyclopedia co-authored by Wikipedia users. Now it has been widely used in social network analysis and Wikipedia user behavior research [67] . For example, a user's editing-page behavior can be regarded as an implicit review of following this page with interest, and it is very helpful to analyze users' interest models for reading news by using Wikipedia thesaurus.
(2) Crawling dataset from web crawler. This method refers to grabbing website data randomly on the Internet to compose experimental dataset by writing crawler program or directly using crawler software. For example, currently popular crawlers written in Python can crawl data on MicroBlog, Zhihu and other websites. And Junar [89] is a good website for data capture and data delivery services. This kind of dataset is real, so it has a strong objectivity and persuasion. But the disadvantage is the existence of ''dirty'' data and data redundancy. It usually needs pre-processing to clean the data before using it. For example, Chen [8] uses crawler programs to grab news data from Google News as experimental dataset. Li et al. [9] , [41] crawl news data from Yahoo! Today's module. Xie et al. [10] build an RSS monitor in order to collect real-time news on the Internet, which can keep track of news constantly from various news websites, such as CNN, ABC and USA Today. Once the monitor finds new news in the RSS file, the news text contents and images corresponding to the URL will be downloaded and stored to the local database. Then, MP3 files are generated as recommendation items in the personalized news radios-iNewsBox based on the corresponding news texts in the local database by using some TTS middleware. There are over 300 pieces of news downloaded to the local server every day by using this method.
Yeung et al. [4] also crawl the data of RSS news websites as experimental dataset.
(3) Dataset collected by investigation. Dataset collected by investigation refers to the collection of data obtained through investigation of the preferences or behaviors of specific user groups. The most common ways of user research are questionnaires and monitoring of specific user groups. Such datasets are highly truthful, mostly free of ''dirty'' data and redundant data, and can be used directly. But the size of such dataset is generally small and its application scenarios are limited. As it is difficult to fully guarantee the universality and objectivity of user groups during the selection process, the universality and objectivity of the dataset are not high. And, the cost is very high. Yang et al. [11] select a total of 136 undergraduates and postgraduates for questionnaires, and then the questionnaire results collected are used as the experimental dataset. Researchers in [35] obtain experimental datasets by monitoring the Twitter usage of 8 Twitter users within 3 months.
(4) Dataset provided by business company. Datasets from business company are usually provided for researches in specific fields, some of which are for the protection of user privacy and some involve commercial interests or even national security. Therefore, they are intended to be used exclusively for specific experiments and scenarios, not publicly. For example, the news dataset used to verify the performance of the proposed method of LOGO in [27] is such kind of dataset. It is the backend log provided by a commercial company that involves commercial secrets, and it is only used for the experiments in the paper. Besides, usage logs of 200 registered users within 3 months from March 2005 to May 2005 provided by a Korean mobile service provider are used in [12] , which contain services information of news, movies and restaurants.
It is not open to the public, either.
(5) Derived dataset and simulated dataset. Derived dataset refers to the dataset which is formed through data collection, supplement and integration processes based on several existing public datasets under some reasonable rules specified. As the rules can be freely adjusted according to the actual situation, such datasets are more flexible and convenient to generate large-scale datasets. Simulated dataset refers to the dataset that is automatically generated by certain reasonable rules or algorithms. It is also convenient for acquiring large-scale datasets. However, due to the lack of universality and authenticity of rules formulated, both datasets are easy to be subjective. As a result, the persuasiveness and credibility of these two kinds of dataset are not high enough.
Datasets based on IMDb and MovieLens in [14] are derived datasets, and MobileServices datasets in [13] are simulated datasets.
Using different kinds of datasets in combination in experiments can improve the reliability and credibility of recommendation results to a certain extent. For example, both simulated dataset and questionnaire data are used in [11] . Similarly, both the investigation dataset and the derived dataset are used in [14] . Table 4 contain number of users, number of items, rating density and the type of rating, etc. The rating density refers to the ratio of the average number of items rated by each user and the total number of items in the dataset. If every user rates every item, the rating density is 100%. Conversely, if each user does not rate each item, the rating density is 0. In fact, most of the ratings data are from only a small number of users, and the rating behaviors of the remaining users are very little. In practice, researchers can select the experimental datasets effectively by viewing these indicators. In addition, these public datasets also provide additional information about users and items, allowing researchers to explore effective ways to get user preferences from the datasets.
Indicators of the public datasets listed in

B. DATA PROCESSING
With data sources, we can get the initial data used in personalized news recommendation, which mainly includes user information, news information, contextual information, social media information and so on. However, these initial data may have dirty data, redundant data, data missing and other problems. Therefore, in order to normalize the initial data, it needs to be pre-processed. The pre-processing operation mainly includes the processes of checking, filtering, quantifying, structuring and filling, etc. Checking and filtering are designed to delete duplicate data and synonym data to reduce the amount of data. Quantitative representation is an effective way to convert unstructured data into structured data. For example, a user's click-browsing behavior on news can be quantified by binary representation. Besides, time context factor can also be quantified as different periods which are represented by unique values. Due to the small amount of explicit data on the Internet, a large number of implicit data are used to predict and fill in the missing data. Unstructured initial news data is inconvenient to the processing and calculation subsequently, so the unstructured news texts need to be presented in a unified and structured way in order to facilitate the storage and processing afterwards.
At present, most commonly used methods of news texts representation come from the text mining field, such as Probabilistic Model [15] , Vector Space Model [58] , [59] and so on. Probabilistic Model method refers to obtaining the latent semantic structures and probability distributions of news texts by using different probability generation models. The most widely used probability generation models recently are LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [16] , PLSA (Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis) [15] , ESA (Explicit Semantic Analysis) [17] and so on. The PLSA model is relatively stable, which can reduce the dimensionality of high-dimensional vectors. But it cannot handle new texts, and it is prone to overfitting. LDA overcomes some deficiencies of PLSA. It is suitable for large-scale news groups, but it lacks the ability to model the relevance of news topics. ESA is a new semantic analysis technology, which uses knowledgeintensive Wikipedia information and the identifiable concept to represent news texts. It helps improving the interpretability, but the disadvantage is that it is complex to establish the knowledge warehouse in the preliminary. The VSM method is a method of expressing news texts by using a vector space formed by a set of terms and the associated weights. In this model, each news text can be represented by a tuple of
T is a collection of all the terms in the news text. The terms including words, topics, named entities and so on, are generally obtained by removing participles and stop words from texts and semantic analysis. Commonly used word segmentation tools in text mining are CKIP [18] , ECScanner [8] and so on. These tools can also apply to news texts. W is the weights corresponding to the terms. The commonly used methods of term weights calculation in VSM include frequency statistics [57] , TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) [4] and a series of improved methods, among which TF-IDF method is the most widely used. With the development of text mining technology, the structured representation of news texts is also getting more and more mature, which is conducive to the further development of personalized news recommendation.
Data processing is a very important step both in personalized news recommendation and other personalized recommendations because the initial data retrieved from most data sources have more or less problems. If without data preprocessing, it will bring a very big burden on the similarity sets calculation, recommendation generation stage subsequently, and eventually affects the final recommendation. Especially, the negative impact gets more serious in the case of large amount of data.
V. KEY TECHNOLOGIES IN PERSONALIZED NEWS RECOMMENDATION
With personalized recommendation technology shining in the field of e-commerce, it has also gradually extended to other applications, including personalized news recommendation we discuss in this paper. However, as news has its own unique characteristics, which have been discussed in section 1.2, the key technologies of personalized news recommendation are a little different from that in traditional e-commerce field. Thus, the following parts bellow will give a comparison and analysis of the key technologies in personalized news recommendation from different perspectives of news characteristics.
A. USER PREFERENCES EXTRACTION FOR NEWS
In the research of personalized news recommendation, it is a very important process to accurately obtain user preferences for news, which directly affects the quality of interests matching and lists ranking subsequently, and eventually affects the final recommendation. However, it is very hard to obtain user preferences only by some simple methods, such as the click-through rate observation. Because the false click-through behaviors occupy a non-negligible proportion of the total click-through behaviors, obviously there are some deviations in user interest models calculated when regarding the false click-through behaviors as the clickthrough behaviors out of interests. Besides, there is very little explicit information that can indicate that a user really wants to read the news, which causes a great difficulty for user preferences acquisition. Therefore, researchers have come up with various combinations of multiple methods recently. Tavakolifard et al. [19] propose that users' demands can be analyzed by observing the ''pre-read'' action and the ''postread'' action. The ''pre-read'' refers to the action of the user clicking on the news headline before reading the news, while the ''post-read'' represents actions of the user discarding, collecting, sharing, commenting, re-posting news links and other actions after reading the news. By combining ''pre-read'' actions with ''post-read'' actions together, researchers can analyze users' preferences fast and precisely, and then make better news recommendation to them. Wu et al. [20] propose the reading time-consuming factor α to correct the traditional user rating calculation formula in order to distinguish the users who are really interested in the news and the users who give a rough glance of the news, that is, to distinguish between clicks out of interests and false clicks. The experimental results indicate that this method can improve the recommendation accuracy to a certain extent. But the disadvantage is that it does not consider the external factors when users read news. For example, users interrupt reading news for some reasons and then continue to read the news after a period of time. So it is supposed to make precise adjustments on data collection methods, and refine the calculation of α at the same time in order to further improve the system performance.
B. DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR DIFFERENT NEWS CHARACTERISTICS 1) TECHNOLOGIES FOR DATA SPARSITY AND COLD START
So far, researchers have tried many personalized recommendation technologies in personalized news recommendation field, such as the content-based approach, the collaborative filtering method and combinations of multiple approaches and so on. Although they have made great progress by using the methods above, there are still two basic problems to be solved in personalized news recommendation. One is the data sparsity problem. Compared with the entire news set on the Internet, the data size of online users' news reading records is very limited. And the user-news interaction matrix shows a very strong sparseness, so it is difficult to obtain the similarities of different user reading modes effectively. The other is the cold start problem, which contains user cold start problem and item cold start problem. The former is due to the continuous changes of the user sets online, that is to say, there are constantly new users to join in and old users to exit or log out. The latter is due to the dynamic nature of the news itself.
Researchers have also done a lot of work on solving data sparsity and cold start issues. Studies in [21] indicate that the collaborative filtering method performs better than other methods when there is enough user rating data for news, but when the data is not enough, the collaborative filtering method cannot extract similar user groups. Therefore, a method integrated with real social network information is proposed in [22] . However, such real social network information is often not easy to obtain. Then, some researchers propose to model the information flow pattern in the virtual social network [23] , in which people always influence each other inadvertently. Due to the absence of historical rating information of new users and new news, the previous collaborative filtering and social network approaches do not apply to both user cold start and item cold start issues any more. For new news, it is helpful to recommend it to the suitable users through analyzing its textual content [24] . For new users, a simple questionnaire can be posted on the news website, then the simple user profiles of new users can be constructed with their feedback in the questionnaire. The disadvantage is that it requires user explicit input behavior, and the quality of the questionnaire cannot be guaranteed either. Lin et al. [25] propose PRemiSE, which combines content information in virtual social networks, collaborative filtering and information diffusion technology into probabilistic matrix decomposition. In this way, semantic features of news and implicit user network structures are taken into consideration. And then with the guide of latent ''experts'', the cold start problem may be solved. Yeung et al. [4] propose a strategy using Bayesian network to eliminate the data sparseness problem for new users, that is, the user cold start problem. A Bayesian network is a probabilistic graphical model which combines the advantages of CF and CB. And three phases (i.e. construction, prediction and revision) are designed to resolve the cold start problem in [4] . A hybrid recommendation method is used in [19] , which takes into account many recommendation factors such as news freshness, news popularity, users' long-term and short-term interests and users' contextual information. For new users, they can be recommended the latest or hottest news. For new items, there is a good chance of being recommended to many users given their high freshness values. Thus, there are no cold start issues with the system.
2) TECHNOLOGIES FOR RICH CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION
News is used for reporting the recent, nearby and valuable facts to people quickly and timely, with concise texts [92] . The ''recent'' factor refers to the time contextual information of news, and the ''nearby'' factor refers to the location contextual information of news. These two factors are the main contextual information considered in personalized news recommendation. In addition, there are many other contextual factors such as weather, season, weekday or weekend, crowd density and whether there are peers or not [26] . Faced with so much contextual information, Baltrunas et al. [26] propose a method to evaluate and model the relationship between contextual influential factors and item rating, and they also devise a strategy that inquires users about whether the particular contexts influence their decision making or not. The goal is to determine which types of contextual factors are more important and how much they affect the ratings. But we only discuss the impacts of time and location contextual information on personalized news recommendation in this paper. With the popularization of portable mobile devices such as cell phone, iPad and laptop, news readers are gradually shifting from the web side to the mobile side. Due to the portability and flexibility of mobile devices, users can read news anywhere at any time. Therefore, there is an urgent need to study the personalized news recommendation technology that integrates time and location contextual information.
The goal of personalized news recommendation incorporated with time and location information is to predict the users' reading interests at a specific time point (or period) and a specific place accurately. Taking the TopN recommendation as an example, the goal is to generate a list of news of length N for the users eventually, and the list should contain news that the users are most likely to be interested in at a certain moment or place. Detailed analyses on news recommendation technology with time factor and location factor are as follows, respectively.
a: TIME FACTOR
The impact of time contextual information on personalized news recommender system and user interests is extensive and deep, and is mainly reflected in three aspects. Firstly, user interests change constantly. Due to users themselves, their interests may change gradually or abruptly over time [44] . In order to extract the current interest preferences of users with gradual interest changes accurately, their recent behaviors should be concerned about, as recent behaviors can best reflect the current interest preferences. Secondly, news has a life cycle. The life cycle of news is short. Hot news today may have no hit tomorrow. Therefore, it is necessary to discriminate whether the news is out of date or not at a certain moment when considering recommending news to users at that moment. Thirdly, news has the time effect. For example, different seasons and festivals will influence users' interests, which is an effect caused by time changing. In general, the time factor needs to be considered when designing the recommendation algorithms.
In the face of the case that users' interests change over time, a new recommendation method is proposed in [27] , which divides users' interests into two types-long-term reading preference and short-term reading preference. Long-term reading preference is obtained based on a design of timesensitive weighting, while short-term reading preference is obtained by analyzing users' most recent reading history. Then different news groups preferred by different users can be separated by using users' long-term reading preferences, and then using users' short-term reading preferences this method is capable to select news which are most likely to be preferred by users from their corresponding news groups to recommend. This method combines the user's long-term interests with short-term interests completely, taking full account of the characteristic of users' interests changing gradually over time. Wu et al. [20] consider the length of reading time, which is the time contextual information of users reading news, and put forward the concept of reading time-consuming factor α accordingly. α represents the length of time users spend reading a piece of news. Using it researchers can distinguish between users who read news carefully and users who read news roughly. Correcting the traditional user rating formula by using α can improve the accuracy of recommendation to a certain extent. However, this method fails to consider the external influential factors when users read news. For example, the length of reading time is too long sometimes, as users may be interrupted when they are reading news, and then continue to read the news after a period of time. In the study of analyzing news time sequence information, Garcin et al. [28] propose a recommendation algorithm based on Context Trees (CT in short), which are updated fully incrementally. A CT is defined as a partition tree that is organized in a hierarchy of increasingly precise partitions of a space of contexts. The contextual information includes news sequence information, topic sequence information and topic distribution. With the core idea of giving recommendation results as contexts gradually become fine-grained and deep-hierarchical in the partition tree. This approach performs well in prediction accuracy and recommendation novelty aspects.
In personalized news recommendation, the temporal context plays a very significant role in the User-Based CF recommendation method, especially for the similarity measure. After finding a similar user group for a user u, the recent reading interest of the users in this group is apparently closer to the current reading interest of user u than their reading interest a long time ago. That is to say, the recent favorite news of users who have similar interests with the target user should be paid more attention when recommending news to the target user. It is especially important in the field of news recommendation with very short life cycles. In view of this, researchers have made the following improvement to the user similarity calculation formula [1] .
In Eq. (1), a time decay factor on news i shared by useru and user v is added to the numerator of this formula. N (u) or N (v) means a collection of news that user u or user vhas read. t ui represents the time point of u reading i. λ is a coefficient. The farther the time points of u and v reading news i, the smaller their similarity is. As a result, the similar groups of different users to be found will be more accurate.
b: LOCATION FACTOR
The personalized news recommendation considering the location information mainly considers the representation and retrieval of user location trajectory and the construction and recognition of the location trajectory network. Specifically, the location points of the user changing over time are connected in series to form a position movement trajectory based on the behavior logs of the user location movements, and then extracting the movement rules of the user position from the trajectory to construct all users' position movement trajectory network, and finally analyzing all users' different position movement modes based on the trajectory network in order to formulate a new neighbor user calculation method. When only considering a single user's position movement information, the future position of the user can be predicted according to the extracted user movement rule. Then the user will be recommended news which are most likely to be of interest in the range of the predicted position so as to realize the location-based personalized news recommendation.
At present, there are many researches on personalized news recommendation based on location information, which have already achieved good progress. Bao et al. [29] propose an improved location-aware news feed system. The system adopts three methods of news feed, namely spatial pull, spacial push and shared push, which can improve the shortcoming of the existing similarity calculation methods which consider only static point position and extend the position to a spacial scope. Soon after, this research team proposes another framework of location-aware news recommendation against mobile users [30] . There are mainly three modules in this framework: location prediction, similarity measurement and news recommendation generation. The location prediction module is to predict the future position of the mobile users based on the existing path prediction algorithm; the similarity measurement module combines the spatial position factor with the original vector space model to calculate the usernews correlation jointly; the news recommendation generation module generates the recommendation list to the user based on the current position and the predicted position of the user together. This framework is with high efficiency.
Yin et al. [16] propose a location-aware recommendation system which adopts a method of modeling offline and recommending online considering user interest preference and geographical preference synthetically. Specifically, the user preference model and geographical preference model are learned offline. And then TopN recommendation is performed online according to the matching status of the user interests and the location information. Experiments show that the system performs better than other systems in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, but the accuracy is not significantly improved. Son et al. [17] propose an improved ELSA (Explicit Localized Semantic Analysis) algorithm in order to make up for the shortcoming that ESA (Explicit Semantic Analysis) algorithm is insensitive to the location context. It makes use of the topic model LDA integrated with the location information to construct the news topic distribution, and then calculates the similarity based on the topic distribution, and finally makes recommendations. Experiments show that ELSA is superior to LDA, ESA and PESA (Probabilistic ESA) on the NDCG@k indicator. At present, there are many researches on location-aware personalized news recommendation technology, which is also an important direction of context-aware news recommendation system.
So far, there are still two problems in the research of context-aware recommendation systems. One problem is that each recommendation system is basically designed for a particular application scenario, thus limiting the scalability of the recommendation system. The other problem is that the context-aware recommendation systems all contain similar contextual information, but the same contextual information may be in different structures in different systems, which limits the data-sharing among different contextaware recommendation services. In response to the problems, Yeung et al. [4] propose a hybrid peer-to-peer context-aware framework JHPeer that supports a variety of context-aware services in the mobile environment, including news feeds. And all context-aware applications based on the JHPeer framework can reuse the contextual information collected by JHPeer. This framework can greatly expand the scalability. Studying the scalable context-aware recommendation techniques is of great importance for the promotion in practical applications.
3) TECHNOLOGIES FOR SOCIAL INFORMATION
In the 19th century, the German sociologist Ferdinand Tönnies considered social groups to be divided into two kinds [1] . One is formed through the common interests and beliefs of people, named ''community''. The other is formed due to the kinship and working relationship between people, called ''society''.
Social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter, allow users to create a public page that introduces themselves, and expose their buddy lists by default. Of course, users can also specify not to open certain buddies. And users rarely talk about topics involved with the personal privacy on the social networks, most of which are social hot spots or favorite music, videos, pictures and so on. Social networking websites alleviate the problem of information overload naturally because users tend to filter out information through their friends in the social network naturally when they navigate the web pages. Therefore, the personalized news recommendation system can make use of the public social network information and user behavior data in social networking websites to assist users to better complete the information filtering task, and to discover the user interest preferences faster, and finally making relevant news recommendation.
As the two representatives of social networking websites, Facebook and Twitter are actually two different types of social network structure. Users' friends in Facebook are generally people he knows in real life, and establishing a friend relationship needs confirmations by both of the two sides. While users' friends in Twitter are mostly people they do not know in reality. The friend relationships are usually established just because they are interested in each other's expressions of one's opinion or thoughts, and the friendships are generally one-way. Note that MicroBlog and Blog essentially belong to this type. The social network represented by Facebook is called the ''social graph'', and the social network represented by Twitter is called the ''interest graph''. Therefore, ''community'' and ''society'' that Ferdinand Tönnies says are the map of ''interest graph'' and ''social graph'', respectively.
a: INTEREST GRAPH
So far, there have been many studies on the use of Twitter data for news recommendation. More than 80% of the topics discussed in Twitter are related to news [31] . Studies in [32] show that the news on Twitter website spreads much faster than the traditional news. What's more, researches in [33] indicate that earthquake and typhoon forecasts can be made by analyzing news spread from Twitter. In summary, it shows that it is feasible and reliable to analyze and construct user preferences using Twitter information for news recommendation. Therefore, Phelan et al. [34] and Lee et al. [35] build users' personalized profiles based on users using Twitter status, that is, users' tweets, re-tweets and topic labels tagged, and then recommend the matching personalized news to users according to their profiles. The difference between [34] and [35] is that the former only uses the TF-IDF method to extract key words to build profiles, while the latter also introduces the LDA method to create topic models for news based on the former method, and the latter recommendation performance is advanced. As to MicroBlog, the relationships between users on MicroBlog are mostly one-way concern relationship which is called ''weak relationship'', relative to friends relationship in social graph-''strong relationship'', so the data on MicroBlog are more sparse, and it is difficult to give good recommendations only with one single CF algorithm or CB recommendation algorithm. Chen et al. [36] propose a hybrid two-phase clustering recommendation algorithm GCCR (Graph-Content Clustering Recommendation), which combines the graph abstracting clustering algorithm with the content similarity-based clustering method to filter out and extract dense datasets layer by layer. This method improves the recommendation accuracy greatly and ensures a certain degree of recommendation diversity at the same time. The disadvantages are the high complexity of the algorithm and the low implementation efficiency.
b: SOCIAL GRAPH
According to a survey done by Facebook's data scientist Lars Backstrom [93] , 92% of Facebook's new friendships come from friends of friends, called FoFs. Therefore, for the social-graph social networks typified by Facebook, more than 90% of a user's online buddies are also real-life good friends. Considering the severe data sparseness in personalized news recommendation, we can see the important usage of such social network data in personalized news recommendation, especially in the similar user groups discovery process of the User-Based CF recommendation algorithm. In addition, such social network data can be imported into the personalized news recommendation system by using users' Facebook accounts to log in to the system, so that the data can be used to quickly cluster similar user groups with users' authorization and to help solving the user cold start problem, as well as improving the recommendation speed.
4) TECHNOLOGIES FOR POPULARITY EFFECT
One of the most important differences between news and other items is that news is extremely prone to be dominated by the incidents with high prevalence, that is, the so-called popularity effect. This is determined by the nature of news, which is intended to inform users of the latest and most popular information in the community. And news readers also would like to pay attention to the popular news. These popular news will be considered as the resources for online public opinion or the entertainments shared by personal friends. Even if the topics of the hot news do not match with the user interest model, the user will still be attracted over, which is the role of people's herd mentality.
Currently, the popularity of news both has a positive impact as well as a negative impact on personalized news recommendation. The positive impact is to guide the recommendation algorithm to consider allocating a certain weight to the current hot news (even if not matching with user interests) as well as requiring that news need to match with the user interest model. Generally, the hot news are news increasing rapidly in reading volume in a very short period. Such a comprehensive consideration of a variety of factors can better improve the user viscosity and satisfaction. Different news websites use news popularity differently to optimize algorithms in recommendation performance. Some only select the news whose popularity is greater than a given threshold as the candidate set for calculating the similar groups in the beginning. And some will give the popularity of the news a certain weight to participate the ranking process in the final ranking stage. For example, the Bayesian Personalized Ranking [42] (BPR in short) algorithm and its improved algorithm-HLBPR (Hybrid Local BPR) [37] are integrated into the hot spot factor, and finally display the optimal recommendation list.
Negative impacts can be mainly attributed to two types. One is that the similarities between popular news and other news are generally high. Take the situation of two users reading the same news at the same time for example. If there are few people reading this piece of news which may be cold news or professional news, the two users can be regarded as similar users then. But if the news has occupied the headlines of the major websites firstly, then the two users read it at the same time, it is not realistic to still consider them as similar users at this scenario. Therefore, there is a need to punish the hot news to mitigate this negative impact. And there are two major penalties to correct the similarity calculation method [18] . Note that the original calculation formulas for users' similarity and items' similarity are Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) respectively.
• Letting the popularity of the news i be |N (i)|, the value of N (i) is determined by the size of the userset who read i, usually directly taking the size of the userset as N (i). The user similarity calculation formula with the hot spot penalty factor becomes Eq. (4), where the term of 1 log(1 + |N (i)|) is the hot spot penalty factor, used for amending the impact of common hot news in the user interest lists.
• The other penalty is to correct the denominator of the original item similarity calculation formula, which turns into Eq. (5) . N (i)(N (j)) means a collection of users who have read news i(j). The revision method is to change the value of β. The hot news j will be punished by increasing the value of β. But this amendment sacrifices some of the recommendation accuracy.
The other negative impact of news popularity factor is that hot news in different news fields also have relatively high similarities after identifying different news fields. It means that even if a user u does not like the news in domain I , the system will still recommend the hot news in I to u. Because the hot news in I have high similarity with the hot news in domain J which is favored by u. It is obviously unreasonable in this situation. At present, only using users' behavior data cannot solve this problem, so content information needs to be introduced, such as allocating different weights on different news fields, etc.
5) TECHNOLOGIES FOR TIMELINESS AND REAL-TIME EFFECT
For the personalized recommendation system, the timeliness of the system is closely related to the life cycle of the item, and the life cycles of the news are usually very short. The timeliness of the system can be measured by two indicators.
The first one is the average number of online days. The definition of an item online is that the item is acted on by at least one user within a day. Therefore, it is feasible to measure the life cycle of an item with the item average number of online days, and then to measure the timeliness of such personalized recommendation systems. A test [9] shows that for different categories of items with the same average popularity, their average online days vary. For example, the news average number of online days in New York Times is short, while the words average number of online days in Wikipedia is very long, when they have the same level of popularity. It indicates that the timeliness of the two websites varies greatly. News websites like the New York Times are highly time-sensitive, because the life cycle of news is short, and popular news can only last for hours, then cool down quickly and be hit by the next wave of hot news. But words in Wikipedia website are different from news in nature, as users may search for certain words from time to time, and so the life cycles of words are much longer than news.
The second one is the average similarity of popularity vectors of items N days apart. Specifically, the item popularity of two days separated for N days in a website can be expressed by two vectors, then the average similarity calculated between the two vectors is considered as this indicator. (The average process refers to taking a multiple of two days apart from N days, then calculating similarities, finally taking average value). If the similarity value is big, it shows that there is not much difference between popular items apart from N days, that is, the items have long life cycles and a long average online time. Thus, the system is less time-sensitive. On the contrary, if the similarity value is small, it indicates that popular items in the system vary greatly in the interval of N days. Their life cycles are very short, and the average online time is short too. Thus, the system is much more time-sensitive. For example, for the New York Times and Wikipedia websites, although the average similarities of their N-day-apart item popularity vectors both decrease with the increase of N, the changing rates are different. The similarity descent rate of New York Times is large, while Wikipedia's similarity descent rate is relatively small. It indicates that the former changes rapidly in the popularity distribution of items while the latter changes slowly. And the former system is very time-sensitive while the latter's timeliness is relatively weak.
As interests of users have been constantly changing, a user's short-term interest may be contrary to his longterm interest, which mainly reflects in his new behaviors. So there is a certain requirement to the real-time effect of recommendation systems. A real-time recommendation system should meet the ever-changing interests of users and respond to new user behaviors quickly. Then it can ensure that the recommendation list changes with users' interests changing. A real-time recommendation system requires being able to access the user behaviors in real time. It also requires that the system recommendation result is calculated in real time according to the recent user behaviors around the visiting time point. And it requires to consider the user's long-term behavior and short-term behavior in a balanced manner. That is, short-term interest changes caused by users' short-term behaviors should be reflected out, as well as ensuring the continuation of predicting users' interests based on the long-term behaviors in recommendation lists. Generally, the requirements on the real-time performance of personalized news recommendation are basically the same as that in personalized recommendation system.
6) TECHNOLOGIES FOR MASSIVE DATA PROCESSING
With the massive growth of Internet news all the time and the huge number of users already existing, the research of personalized news recommendation has to consider the problem of data processing speed. The requirement on highly efficient and scalable recommendation system cannot be neglected any more. Current solutions to massive data processing problems include parallel processing (e.g. the distributed computing platform Hadoop) [43] , fast clustering algorithm [55] , Threshold-based Algorithm (TA in short) and improved TA algorithms [16] , [44] (a query processing technology), heuristic methods [30] and so on.
Mahout [94] is an open source project belonging to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) that includes many implementations such as clustering, classification, recommendation filtering, frequent itemset mining, etc. It relies on the current popular big data platform Hadoop and uses parallel distributed computing methods to deal with massive news data. If the news recommendation system is deployed on the Mahout platform, then the data processing speed requirement of the system can be satisfied [43] . At present, many algorithms in Mahout have been used to analyze user information, so as to realize the highly efficient personalized news recommendation. Among them, the slope-one algorithm is a lightweight CF recommendation algorithm. It assumes that there is a certain linear relationship between the preference values of two items, that is, the preference value of item j can be estimated by the preference value of item i through a linear function. The advantage of the algorithm is that its performance will not be affected by the number of users. Its performance only depends on the average difference of preference values between items. The difference value can be pre-calculated, and the underlying data structure can update efficiently. Therefore, the calculation is simple and fast, the update speed and scalability is good, and it is very suitable to use in the actual project. The disadvantage of the slope-one algorithm is that it is only applicable to the case where users' rating values on items are numerical, so the application range is limited.
In order to cope with massive news data and improve data processing speed, researchers have been trying to apply clustering methods to news recommendation techniques and have achieved some progress, such as K-means, fuzzy K-means, Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH), the graph summarization algorithm SNAP-Cluster, probability-based topic model, etc. Among them, K-means is the most widely used clustering algorithm in machine learning, which is simple and easy to implement. In personalized news recommendation, its clustering effect and speed can be improved by changing the way of center selection or distance measurement to enhance the scalability. But its disadvantage is that it cannot ensure the recommendation diversity, and then fuzzy K-means is proposed to solve this problem. LSH is a clustering algorithm by using hash operations to achieve reduction of feature dimension and fast clustering. The dimensionality reduction process can reduce the amount of computation greatly without affecting the original similarity between news texts. SNAP-Cluster is a clustering method which clusters user nodes based on the k-SNAP (k-Summarization by Grouping Nodes on Attributes and Pairwise Relationships) [66] graph summarization algorithm. It summarizes the user interests graph by k-SNAP to implement the interests clustering of different user nodes, and each node cluster is a series of aggregation of nodes with similar degrees of connectivity to other nodes [36] . This algorithm guarantees a certain recommendation diversity as well as fast clustering, but the iterative process of the algorithm is complicated somewhat. The typical representative of the probability-based topic models is LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation), each class of which is called a hidden class, and each text has probabilistic distributions on different hidden classes that express the probability of them belonging to the hidden class. There are many applications using this method in news recommendation. Some of the clustering algorithms listed above can be used directly in Mahout, while others still need to be integrated into recommendation algorithms. At present, in addition to the above clustering methods, density peaks clustering [65] and dynamic threshold network clustering [38] methods can also apply to the news data processing.
In addition to the use of parallel computing and fast clustering methods, Yin et al. [16] , [44] propose to use a query processing technique to support the fast recommendation of massive news data online, and use the improved TA algorithm to enhance the processing speed of online recommendation, which can increase the recommendation efficiency. In order to make MobiFeed [30] adapt to the increasing amount of data in the system, a heuristic news feed method is designed in [30] . That is, the approximate optimal solution is found by intuition or empiricism at first, which is able to reduce the amount of computation effectively in the case of the data size becoming larger and larger. In [39] , researchers exploit the reinforcement learning idea to transform the problems that are difficult for the original methods into the easy-to-handle problems. The behavior information are embedded in the generated continuous space, thus the complexity of processing behavior sets and the time complexity are reduced. At present, it is still an important task to study the scalable personalized news recommendation technology that can handle the huge amount of data.
7) TECHNOLOGIES FOR PRIVACY PROBLEM
Up to now, a large amount of work has been done to point out that recommender systems will cause privacy leaks as well as providing users with recommendation services. That is, the third-party servers or attackers can obtain user preference information in the recommendation process [68] , [69] . At the same time, it is pointed out that the key issue of designing a recommender system lies in how to achieve a balance among the privacy, the utility and the cost in [70] . Therefore, the privacy protection in personalized recommendation process has become the current research hotspot, and researching on privacy protection schemes with good performance is an effective way to solve this problem. In [71] , [72] , a privacy-preserving mechanism based on anonymity scheme for context-aware recommender systems in cloud computing environment is proposed. Guo et al. [73] propose a trust-based fine-grained privacy protection mechanism in social network recommendation. In [74] , users are classified into two kinds according to their privacy requirements. For a few ''public'' users, measures for protecting their privacy will not be taken in order to ensure the high recommendation accuracy; while for the most ''private'' users, the recommender system will take appropriate measures to protect their privacy by sacrificing a certain degree of accuracy. Researchers in [75] , [76] suggest to design a formal privacy protection mechanism based on the differential privacy method. And, some cryptography-based schemes are also proposed to protect the privacy information of users in the recommender system in [77] , [78] . Generally speaking, the homomorphic encryption method can be used for the protection of data in the system, and secure multi-party communication protocols can be adopted for the protection of the recommendation phase. In addition, there are many cryptographic techniques that can be used to alleviate the recommendation privacy issues. Besides, Zhu et al. [79] have designed a personalized privacy-aware App recommendation system, which is based on the popularity of the mobile terminal Apps and the privacy requirements of users. However, these schemes all have the problems of low recommendation quality and long response time, as they will introduce noise or use the homomorphic encryption technology.
Like the personalized recommendation technology in other areas, in the personalized news recommendation field, whether it is based on the users' historical behaviors or based on the news contents to analyze the correlations between users and news, it will always involve the same issuethe privacy issue. Considering this, Karkali et al. [40] point out that the recommender system should explicitly request permissions from users when collecting their sensitive data, and should process the data collected at the local client side, and not store the user data centrally to respect users' privacy. In addition, two recommendation methods are proposed in [62] without revealing the sensitive connections between users, and the methods make a compromise between recommendation accuracy and privacy protection. However, there is no more specific way to solve the privacy problem in news field at present, so it is a long-term and nonnegligible research direction of all recommender systems.
C. DISPLAY OF PERSONALIZED NEWS RECOMMENDATION RESULTS
How to present news recommendation results to users effectively and reasonably to provide a better user experience is VOLUME 7, 2019 also an important step in recommender system. Two display ways of news in personalized news recommendation are given bellow separately considering that the users may read news on the mobile terminal or the web side.
1) MOBILE SIDE
Due to the limited screen size of mobile devices, simplicity is required firstly in the design of the news recommendation results presentation, followed by adjustable parameters, interoperability, exploratoryness and so on. And there is a requirement that users are able to directly modify parameters such as time, place, news source, news topics, news categories, quick updates of related news, etc. when they are browsing news pages. The ability to get the entire news quickly from the brief news displayed on the mobile side is also required.
The limitations of display in mobile devices can be overcome by the following methods. The first method is that news interfaces with different granularity are divided to display according to the amount of news information that interfaces contain, such as the coarse-grained news overall interface and the fine-grained single news display interface, etc. The second method is to replace UI designs which occupy large interface space like buttons with user actions such as sliding and double-clicking, etc. The third method is to display only specific contents at specific time and specific scenes to achieve the efficient and reasonable utilization of time slices.
The pull-to-refresh and sliding-side-menu approaches proposed in [19] can improve users' satisfaction. Considering the display contents, it selects news titles, summaries and background colors representing different news categories to display. Considering the way of display, it chooses two types: plate and map ways. In addition, the titles, short descriptions, URLs and publication dates of the recommendation news are selected to display in the list way in [40] . The list way is similar to the plate way, they are both flexible to use, while the map way is more suitable for news recommendation based on the location context so that the news and the geographical location can be linked directly and intuitively. Moreover, personalized recommendation for news radio has also been proposed in [10] . As a display way, it is able to meet the needs of users who cannot or inconveniently use the screen to read news. Compared with the previous screen display way, there are less or even no need for users to interact with the system at all, so this approach can play a very good role in specific fields.
2) WEB SIDE
Web-side news display has no restrictions as the mobile side. The news matching with user interests and the latest, hottest news can be selected flexibly to display on the web side. A better approach is to display according to categories, such as sports, entertainment, political commentary, financial information, cutting-edge science, art and so on, which not only meets the interest relevance, but also meets the diversity, bringing users a good use experience. The well-known domestic news websites are NetEase, SOHU, today's headline, etc. MicroBlog belongs to the social media category, but it also has the functions of news feeds and news propagation. The well-known news websites abroad are Google News, Yahoo! News, BBC, New York Times and so on. Different news websites have different characteristics and focus on different aspects, but the display ways are generally similar, as the detailed news pages all have a large number of pictures, some text fragments, even dynamic images and short videos.
VI. OPEN ISSUES IN PERSONALIZED NEWS RECOMMENDATION
With the development of text mining and information retrieval technologies over time, the content-based recommendation method already has a considerable advantage for the recommendation of textual information, which promotes the continuous development and improvement of personalized recommendation techniques in the field of news to some extent. However, there are still many challenges in the research of personalized news recommendation technology.
A. DATA SPARSENESS AND COLD START PROBLEMS
Data sparseness and cold start problems are the unavoidable problems for all recommender systems. In the field of personalized news recommendation, users' behavior data like reading, collecting and commenting on massive Internet news are very limited, making the user-news rating matrix extremely sparse, and resulting in a low accuracy of the similarity calculation between the users and the news, and finally causing a low recommendation performance. In the meantime, new users and new news cannot be recommended effectively because they lack the necessary historical behavior data to build models for them.
B. SCALABILITY AND EFFICIENCY ISSUES
With the increasing number of Internet users and the drastic increase of the amount of news data, the pressure of data processing in personalized news recommendation algorithm is increasing too. And the scalability of the system is highlighted. At present, researchers mainly relieve the scalability problem from several aspects, including reducing datasets, fast clustering, degrading the dimension of features and establishing a linear model, etc. However, with the introduction of users' social network information and contextual information, the scale of dataset will be further expanded. This phenomenon will inevitably further increase the data pressure and computational complexity of the personalized news recommendation algorithm. And it may be the bottleneck restricting the overall performance and efficiency of personalized news recommendation. Therefore, how to design the fast recommendation algorithm that requires high real-time effect and high efficiency is a key point in the research of personalized news recommendation technology at present.
C. PERSONALIZED NEWS RECOMMENDATION INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION
With the rapid development of social networks and mobile networks, the breadth and depth of Internet news dissemination have reached an unprecedented scale. As a result, there have been technologies that integrate social network information and mobile contextual information into personalized news recommendation, which are respectively referred to as social network news recommendation technology and context-based news recommendation technology. Users in social network are more active, and have frequent interactions with other users, and it is easy to form popular information in a short period of time [61] . Therefore, considering the impact of the hot topics appearing in the social network on the short-term interest of users is of great help for the news recommendation. At the same time, personalized news recommendation technologies are also affected by different types of contextual information to a different extent, especially in the mobile news recommendation. Considering the time, location and other contextual factors of users reading news is of great significance in mining user interests and constructing user models, but due to the variability of the environment, it is very difficult to make context-aware recommendation. Now the two directions above are the research hot spots.
D. PRIVACY PROTECTION AND SECURITY ISSUES
Making personalized news recommendation needs to collect a large number of user personal information, including the users' reading history records, demographic information, social relations, location information, etc. Once the information are leaked or maliciously stolen, it will bring great security risks, threatening users' property safety or even their life safety, so the privacy protection [40] , [62] problem in the news recommendation cannot be underestimated. In addition, the personalized news recommendation also has the security problem of recommending attacks. That is, attackers maliciously create fake rating data by some methods like injecting fake users into the system. Users' cheating behaviors on rating data have always been an important issue restricting the development of recommendation technologies. Some people [63] propose a unified framework based on the proliferation of suspicious behaviors to make up for the deficiency that the traditional anti-cheating methods need to design different anti-cheating algorithms for different cheating behaviors. The framework allows the system maintenance personnel to identify the cheating users and their cheating behaviors with a relatively high accuracy, but without concerning for the specific cheating methods, to remove the adverse effects.
E. INFORMATION COCOONS
The concept of ''Information Cocoons'' [64] was first proposed by Sunstein, a professor at the University of Chicago in the United States. ''In the information dissemination, as the information needs of the public are not comprehensive, that is, the public only pays attention to what they choose and the communication field making them pleasurable, gradually, they will be lingering in their own 'cocoons', like a cocoon room.'' ''Information Cocoons'' is also called ''Information Filtering Bubbles''. The contents of some news websites on the Internet are relatively simple, which easily leads to the one-sided and inaccurate user interest models, and may even leads to failing to dig out the potential interests of users, and finally affecting the diversity and novelty of recommendation results seriously. Moreover, completely personalized news information is equivalent to cutting off the personal exposure opportunities to the diversified information all over the world. The concentration of a large number of similar information will greatly narrow users' perspective, which is not conducive to the full development of people and may even results in an imbalance on the personal information structure. Recently, researchers have realized the drawbacks of over-personality and are taking measures aggressively. For example, the operators of today's headline reinforce the concept of model generalization [95] in their recommendation algorithms, trying to free users from the information cocoons, but the effect is not very good.
F. THE PROBLEM OF MISSING VALUE JUDGMENTS
Traditional news needs to be filtered by editors before being published, and only the news that meets the requirements can be released. In this situation, the editors act as a ''gatekeeper'' in order to filter out some bad information for readers. However, the ways of information filtering in personalized news recommendation algorithms are mainly to avoid certain keywords and rely on a huge database foundation, which cannot guarantee the quality of the news, and many undesirable news information will still enter users' field of vision. Therefore, the existing recommendation algorithms still have discrepancies in filtering news, as it is difficult to judge the value and discriminate between true and false in news, so the algorithms in personalized news recommendation still need further studies.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the 21st century, the information on the Internet develops rapidly, and the Internet users are experiencing an everincreasing demand for information. As a result, the problem of information overload is getting more and more serious. The role of personalized recommendation in the digitalization process of all fields on the Internet is also becoming increasingly important, especially, in the news field. It is of great benefit for news readers, news writers and news feed platforms to do such work. One is to integrate the existing personalized recommendation technologies into Internet news; the second is to build the optimal user preference model considering multiple factors comprehensively; and the third is to find the data mining methods that are most suitable for news data characteristics. What's more, the work can mitigate the negative impact on the news area caused by information overload problem, such as the serious user churn problem. This paper analyzes the similarities and differences between personalized news recommendation techniques and personalized recommendation techniques in other fields first, and then mainly introduces and analyzes the research status and progress of the news recommendation techniques for different characteristics of news, and finally points out some open issues, hoping that it can provide some useful help to researchers and enterprise engineering technical personnel in related fields of news recommendation. MIAOMIAO 
